Tuesday, 21 March

Latest Developments in Equipment, Tools and Materials
Session Chairpersons: Ken Newman, Athena Engineering Services; Pierre Ramondenc, Schlumberger
This session will focus on the efforts which have been put on increasing equipment capabilities through materials in order to expand the operational limits of the coiled tubing pipe. It will also review topics regarding pipe fatigue and life monitoring.

Coiled Tubing Applications I
Session Chairpersons: Carlos Torres, Gulfstream Services; Steven Craig, Baker Hughes
This session examines novel applications and demonstrates through case histories how the application of best practices, technology, and creative solutions, successful results can be achieved.

Coiled Tubing Applications II
Session Chairpersons: Jason Skufca, RedZone Coil Tubing; Raúr Barraez, Statoil
This session will spotlight best practices related to well abandonments, sand cleannouts, new deployment techniques, and expansion of new equipment and applications bringing value to existing markets.

Keynote Luncheon
Innovation in the Offshore O&G Industry: Codifying Knowledge in the New Oil Era
Speaker: Jose Gutierrez, Director of Technology and Innovation, Transocean

Improving Operations Efficiency
Session Chairpersons: Alastair Buchanan, Statoil; Alexis Garcia, Halliburton
This session will present topics demonstrating successful improvements in operational efficiency through use of standardized processes, best practices, lessons learned, technology adoption, and/or techniques refinement that can be adapted to other operations to address similar or related challenges.

Wednesday, 22 March

Electric Wireline and Tractor, Slick and Braided Line Applications
Session Chairpersons: Andrew Patterson, Consultant; Masa Brankovic, Qinterra Technologies
This session will provide operational case histories on how unique challenges of intervening into wells — both subsea and on access-restricted production platforms — were faced and solutions successfully implemented.

Fracturing and Stimulation
Session Chairpersons: Alex Crabtree, Hess Corporation; Sascha Trummer, Schlumberger
This session will discuss different approaches to enhancing recovery in fracturing operations, from abrasive jetting to frac port manipulation, as well as new approaches with products and services to optimize stimulation treatments — from measurements in extreme environments to improved downhole chemistry to downhole flow measurements.

Offshore and Subsea Well Intervention Operations
Session Chairpersons: Ian Chapman, Exxon Mobil; Jack Koile, Tempress Technologies
This session will discuss the equipment, materials, and procedures that have been developed and implemented to overcome some of the challenges of complex operations. Coiled tubing string design methods and considerations for extending reach will also be presented.